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i i - This invention ‘ relates ‘to dispensing out hereinafter in connection with the ap 
holders for‘roll paper, and is ‘particularly pended claim. I 
applicable to the type which is mounted with- ' In the accompanying‘ drawing: 

'7 in or, countersunk substantially ?ush ‘into‘the F 1g. 1 is a front elevation of a portion of a 
j 5 Wall of a bathroom for dispensing toilet tiled wall ofahathroom,havingadispensing 55 

ppapen _ y p ?xture ‘for toilet paper countersunk flush 
‘ " In priordispensi-ng‘devices for supporting therein and constructed in accordance with 
a roll'of' toilet paper, the roll was-freely this lnventlon; ‘ 

I " qrotatable and when the freeend of the, strip v‘Fig. 2 is a transverse sectional elevation 
7;‘ ‘1001? Paper was pulled outwardly such as. by through the same, with the section taken sub- 50 

V jerks, considerably more than the desired Stantially along the line 2-2 of F ig. 1; 
,amount- of paper: frequently unwound. In Flg. 3 1s a perspective of the shell of the 

tearing off a desired length of the paper, it holder, removed vfrom thewall; and 
was usually‘ necessary to hold the. roll with vFlg. 4 1s a sectional plan of the ?xture and 

,15 one hand whilelrthe unwound strip of the wall, the section being taken approximately 65 
roll was torn off‘, ‘and the ‘line of tearing along the line 4-4 of Fig. 1. p ' 

V > wasusu'ally ‘irregular and often through the _ In. the lllustrated embodiment, of the in 
central part of a ‘Sheet, The replacgmentiof vention, an approxnnately semi-cylindrical 
new-‘r0113 was also not a simple operatiQn, shell 1 of sheet metal is provided around the 

" 20 An Object‘ of this invention [15.1w prgvide edge of its open face with a short border 70 
an ‘improved dispensing support‘ for av roll Wall 2, which vis within the plane of the open 

' ,_1 of paper, with which unintentional unwind- fefle 0f the shell, the, edges of the shell then 
ingof the'paper strip will be prevented; with betllg ‘turned 0r flanged backwardly, as at 
which a mu will always be held su?iciently 3, 1n spaced relation to the shell wall so as to 

, 25 ?rm to enable the tearing Off of any desired ‘constitute ?anges by which the shell may be 75 
length of the strip; with which an unwound IIlOuIlted Within a Wall of a room. _The 
length may betom Straight across at a ‘ ?anges may have_apertures 4 provided 
de?nite point with a‘ comparatively smooth therein at ‘spaced points, so that when the 

' straight teamwith which a new you may be shell 1s vset 1nto_or countersunk flush with the 
30'm'O'unted imth'e holder in a Simple manner, wall as shown in the drawing, the cement or so 

' by a simple Operation’ and‘ in a minimum plaster 5 surrounding the shell may enter 
length of time, without tools or special skill; the apertures and 109k the Shell against T9 
with' which the manner of inserting a new mOVal from the openlng 1n the wall. 

' roll will be obvious regardless of whether or When the 1101(161‘ 18 mounted in the wall ' 
<35 not ajypersionis familial-‘With the ?xture; and of a room which has a tiled surface, the front 85 

which‘ willv be relatively simple’ convenient, wall 2 of the shell will be disposed flush with 
and inexpensive. ' I ‘ a i ' theouter faces of the ‘tiles 6, and the cement, 

~ Av furtherobiect is to providean improved which 1s used to set the tiles and to ?ll the 
. dispensingrsupbort for a r0110 f paper which crevices or spaces between the shell and the 
rwillyaccomplish' each and all of the above ,vgallhopgnmg, may ?ow Into the apertures 4 90 
objects" which may be set or countersunk into‘ 0 t e 2mg‘PS 3 to some extent and anchor 
a wall o’f a roomvso that the Open face, thereof the shell agamst removal forwardly from the 
.__ s ._ . . .. . holder; 'If desired however the flanges 3 

wlllbe substantmuy ?ush Wlth the Wan of may also-be provided with sinall aperttures 
a 45 the‘; room; and which‘ may be e?ectively J7 at theirends, through which screws (not 95 

:1ocked_theremm 3», _S1mP1e'-ma-nner- ~ , shown) may be passed into a frame de?ning 
I "Venous other obiects and advantages Will the opening in the wall. Thus, if the ?xture 
be apparent from the following description isvmounted in the wall before the tiling is set, 

_ of‘ an embodiment of the invention, andthe it may be secured in position by screws pass 
50 hotel features will be‘ particularly‘ pointed ing through the openings 7 in the ?anges 3, 10° 



m' 
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~ tending outwardly from the shell. 

2 

and at a later time the tiles 6 set and the 
space between the ?anges 3 and the edge of 
the wall opening closed by cement. I ' 

‘The fixture preferably has externalydimen— 
sions approximately equal to the dimensions 
of tiles or multiples thereof, so that it may 
be set into an. opening without necessitating 
the cutting of the usual tiles employed. For 
example, the fixture may besubstantially 
square, with each dimension of its face pe 
riphery approximately equal‘ to double'the' 
width of the tiles usually employed, as shown 
in 1. i That is, its face area is approxi-' 
mately equal to the face area of two tiles. 
The ?at end walls 8 of the shell 1 are pro-, 

vided along theirforwardedge with ledges 
or ?anges 9 which extend upwardly from ad 
jacent the lower edge-of the shell preferably 
to a point about midway of the height of the 
shell. These flanges or ledges may be con~ 
v'eniently, and preferably are, provided by 
drawing or forcing the metal of the end-walls 
into the open space of the shell to provide ‘in 
tegral ribs.v The inner vertical edge. of each 
?ange or rib will serve as an abutment sur 
face for con?ning a core lOwithin the shell; 
The core 10, which supports the roll of 

paper to be dispensed, may be a simple cylin 
drical block of suitable material and of such 
a length as to ?t nicely between the end walls 
of the shell, and be freely movable vertically 
therein. This core or roller 10 should also 
be slightly‘longer than the length of the roll 
of paper to be supported, so that, when a roll 
of paper is mounted onsaid roller or core and 
inserted within the shell, the paper roll will 
clear the ribs 9. The roll'or core lO'is free to 
move vertically within the shell6, but is held 
against forward movement out of the shell by 
the engagement of its ends with the ribs 9. 

‘ Suiiicient space is left between the upper ends 
of theribs 9 and the upper edge of the shell 
to permit of the insertion of a paper roll and 
its core 10" through the upper part of the open 
face of the shell, and when a roll thus inserted 
is released, it will fall by gravity into the po 
sition shown in the drawing and beheld 
against falling out forwardly by the ribs 91'. 
The paper roll is preferably insertedwith 

the free end of the strip of which it is formed 
1.1assing under the roll .bodyin leaving the 
shell, as shown in Fig. 2where the free or 
unwound end 11 of the roll 12 is shown as ex 

The' cor‘ 
ner-edge along the lower border of the open 
face of the shell, that is, at the juncture of 
the inwardly extending wall of the shell 

’ with the lower stretch of the wall 2, is pref 

ea 

_ I erably somewhat sharp or angular, so as'to 
60 serve as a tearing edge for the unwound end 

' 11 of the paper constituting‘ the roll.. The 
shell may be coated upon ‘all exposed faces 
or surfaces with a suitable enamel or given 
any desired ?nish. " . > 

In the use-of such a. fixture for a paper; sup‘? 
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port, the shell is disposed in an opening in the 
room wall in the manner described and illus 
trated, with the front face formed by the 
‘Walls 2 ?ush with the face of. the Wall or of 
the tiles 6. To mount a roll of. paper in the 
?xture the core or roller 10 is removed from 
the shell by moving it upwardly above the 
upper ends of the ribs 9. and then outwardly. 
"The core may ‘then be inserted through the 
core opening of a paper roll 12, and the paper 
rolland core together‘ inserted into the shell 1 
through the upper part of the open face 
thereof, during which insertion the ends of 
ithecore or roller 10 pass above vand then 
downwardly behind the ribs 9. 
The paper rollshould'be so inserted that 

the free end of the paper strip constituting 
it should pass downwardly under the roll in 
leaving theopen face of the casing as shown 
in Fig. 2. Since thepaper roll 12 thus in’ 
serted into‘the fixture is free to move verti 
cally, its weight andthat of the core‘ 10 will 
always cause the roll to bear upon‘ the free‘ ' 
end 11, of the paper strip being unwound and 
frictionally hold it against unwinding. The 
free unwound end in passing over the corner 
at the forward edge of the shell may be 
pressed thereagainst and torn along the same, 
the edge serving as an abutment which faci1i~ 
tates the tearing along straight lines, and the 
weight of the roll of paper and, its core sery 

95 

ing to hold the roll against unwinding during . 
the tearing operation. - Y . 

Thus, it will be seen that a person may with 
one hand draw out a desired length of. paper 
and then with certainty tear it with a straight 
tear along a de?nite, desired line, and with 
out thenecessity of holding the roll of paper-2 
with the other hand. ' The resistance to with 
drawal of the paper strip which is afforded 
by the weightv of the paper roll and its core 
also serves to prevent the pulling out unin 
tentionally of a longer strip of paper than 
is desired such as might occur by the inertia 
of the moving roll when a strong jerk is ap 
plied to the free unwound end. . 
To remove the paper roll, or to remove the‘ 

core when the paper has been exhausted,_iit 
is merely necessary to elevate the core,‘or the’ 
core and roll, upwardly into the upper part 
of the shell, and then ' pull it forwardly 
through the open face, an operationjobvi'ous 
to every one andrequirin . noinstruction. - 
The shell may be formed 0 a single. piece. of 
sheet metal by the usual meta-lstamping and 
drawingvprocesses, so that its cost isrela 
tively small.‘ ‘ ' 

When the shell is forme'dof sheet 
and given a coating of white vitreous enamel, 
the edges of the ?anges will appear‘ dark and 
unless turned backwardly would be‘ visible 
when the shell was mountedinn a white; tile 
wall.‘ ' ~ ' ' 

. ~ It'will be obvious that: variou'stchanges‘ 
the details, which have‘; been‘ hereimdmcribed 

v105 

‘110 ~ 
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and illustrated forthe purpose of explaining 
‘ ' ' the nature of the inventi0n,rmay be made by 

. those skilled in the art within the principle 
‘and rs‘copejof the invention as expressed in 
the appended claim. V~ ' 

t ', ‘I claim:—— ‘ L ' 

' a “In a roll holder, a ‘hollow body of semi 
' jc'ylindrical‘form arranged with, its axis ex 

' tending horizontally‘ and with its internal 
I: ll) surface sloping in a forward and downward 

y direction and terminating in a horizontal 

" 15 

30 

35 

v40 

45 

55 

tearing edge, the, forwardedges of the side‘ 
walls being in the same vertical plane as said 

i - tearing edge, and ?anges extending inward 
‘from the forward edgesiof said side walls, 
‘the upper ends of said ‘?anges being adjacent 
the centers of said side wall edges and the 
lower ends of said ?anges adjacent said tear 
ingedge, whereby a rolled strip provided 
with a core of suitable length may be in 
serted within said body and be retained by 
gravity with the core ends in abutment 
against said ?anges and the free end of the 
rolled strip adjacent said tearing edge. 
In witness whereof, I hereunto subscribe 

my signature. ‘ ' - 

' ‘ WILL I. SHERWOOD. 


